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Chem 444A, cfb
Spring 2015

Introduction to the “Fire & Ice” Chem 444A Course
The manager should distribute the descriptions of group member basic roles.
Manager should read out loud the description of his/her role, then the person to the left
reads the next roll, and so on around the table.
The instructor will indicate who has which role today.

Task 1

Working within your role …
Introduce yourself within your group.
Find out something that you all have in common (not UNH-related).
Find out something unique (and that can be shared) about each person.
Spokespersons will be asked to report on the common characteristic, and
the unique set of characteristics.

Task 2

The manager should read the first section of the syllabus aloud for the
group. Then pass the reading of the next section to another member.
Continue to pass and read.
Group members should mention any questions or comments that arise
about the syllabus or the course content. The recorder should make a
record of these. Questions may also be raised about the video
documentation work.
Spokespersons will report the questions or comments that arose while
reviewing the syllabus for discussion.
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